
 

Cheat-hack - Mp-hacks
Esp V5.0 For Counter

Strike 1.6 ~UPD~

if your feeling bored of things like getting the
same kills and you want an instant op when
you find a fragging opponent, ill teach you

how to wallhack. we suggest practicing
wallhacking in private matches because your

opponents might get mad if they get a kill
and you kept the game going. if you are a fan
of picking cs:go skins, you might want to get

the skinshack cheat from our website. our
skinshack cheat allows you to change the

skin of your weapon instantly by just pressing
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a button. no other cheats or hacks will allow
you to do this. we dont recommend using it
because of its instability though. the aimbot
cheat allows you to aim for the spawn points

and aim away from the weapon at any player.
using this cheat, you can end up saving a lot

of money over the course of a game. the
aimbot cheat also has a lot of cool tricks like

wall-hacking, hiding in bushes, and much
more. this cheat allows you to get the same

kills as well as follow your target from a
distance. what does that mean? the game
can be performed a lot smoother with this

cheat because you can get the same kills as
the enemy, giving you an edge over others in
the game. but make sure you use the cheat

on a server with sv_cheats turned on to avoid
getting vac banned. if you want to change the
server classes automatically, the changeclass
cheat can do it for you. just make sure that

you are not using this cheat in teams. its also
possible that the cheater could reveal your

class to your enemies. the chacon cheat can
be used to spot teammates from a distance.

so even if your enemy is far away, he can
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detect your position and quickly take you out.
the downside of this cheat is that it does not

always work. so practice it on a server
without sv_cheats enabled.

Cheat-hack - Mp-hacks Esp V5.0 For Counter Strike 1.6

we will teach you how to aimbot in counter
strike 1.6 the counter strike online game. this
tutorial will take you through the use of the
cheat console, setting up cheat console, and
some useful console commands you can use
to win when the hackers are on your team.

our aimbot script will enable you to aim when
youve been gun downed so you can get back

up and kill the hacker. we use 3rd person
cheat commands and all commands will

require sv_cheats to be enabled. its always
better to get a bit of practice beforehand. you

can also use these cheat commands in
survival, but make sure theyre the correct

cheat commands. i would like to say that we
have a linux version of the script, and we will
add it when its finished. this would be great
to use for servers, and it would be super fast
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because the aimbot plugin would be pre-
baked into csgo. the aimbot plugin also

comes with commands to ban, kicking, and
kdr (kills/deaths ratio) changing all at once.

for more information on the console in cs:go,
there is much information around the net. i
will try and cover as much as i can. as said

before, cheat commands require sv_cheats to
be enabled. our aimbot has a few limitations,

but it should work for csgo. i will try to
explain them all and try to explain how they
can be used to your advantage. let us get

started with some basic aimbot stuff. if you
read this guide, you will be able to get an
approximate aimbot setup in csgo, and be
able to use it to take over a server if you

need to. lets get started! if you were thinking
of automating the game and grabbing things
in counter strike without pausing the game,
the console command you want is sv_cheats
autoclip. this cheats command allows you to
grab and autoclip without pausing the game.
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